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Abstract- In this paper we discuss prescribed design of a real time operating system. A real-time operating system provides a platform 

for the design and implementation of a wide range of applications in real-time systems, embedded systems, and mission-critical 

systems. The conceptual model of the real time operating system is introduced as the initial requirements for the system. Our main 

focus on this paper is to explain some fundamental processes of real time operating system like The CPU Scheduling Process, The 

System Initialization Process, The System Clock Process, and The System Event Capture Process in brief. 
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1. Introduction 

 

As we know that An operating system is a set of integrated system software that organizes, manages, and controls the resources 

and computing power of a computer or a computer network. It also provides users a logical interface for accessing the physical 

machine in order to run applications. A general-purpose operating system may be perceived as an agent between the hardware and 

resources of a computer and the applications and users. An operating system may be divided into three subsystems known as those of 

the kernel or system management, the resource management, and the process management The kernel of an operating system is a set 

of central components for computing, including CPU scheduling and process management. The resource management subsystem is a 

set of supporting functions for various system resources and user interfaces. The process management subsystem is a set of transition 

manipulation mechanisms for processes and threads interacting with the system kernel and resources.  

 

A real-time operating system (RTOS) is an operating system that supports and guarantees timely responses to external and 

internal events of real-time systems. An RTOS monitors, responds to, and controls an external environment, which is connected to the 

computer system through sensors, actuators, or other input-output (I/O) devices. In a real-time system in general and an RTOS in 

particular, the correctness of system behaviors depends not only on the logical results of computation but also on the time point at 

which the results are obtained. Real-time systems can be divided into hard and soft real-time systems. In the former, a failure to meet 

timing constraints will be of serious consequences, while in the latter, a timing failure may not significantly affect the functioning of 

the system. 

  

A great variety of real-time operating system has been developed in the last decades. The existing real-time operating system is 

characterized as target-machine-specific, implementation-dependent, and not formally modeled. Therefore, they are usually not 

portable as a generic real-time operating system to be seamlessly incorporated into real-time or embedded system implementations. 

Problems often faced by real-time operating system are CPU and tasks scheduling, time/event management, and resource 

management. Efficient and precise methodologies and notations for describing solutions to these problems are critical in RTOS design 

and implementation. Generally, real-time operating system requires multitasking, process threads, and a sufficient number of interrupt 

levels to deal with the random interrupt mechanisms in real-time systems. In modern real-time operating system, multitasking is a 

technique used for enabling multiple tasks to share a single processor. A thread is individual execution of a process in order to handle 

concurrent tasks. In addition, an interrupt is a request of an external device or internal process that causes the operating system to 

suspend the execution of a current low priority task, serve the interrupt, and hand control back to the interrupted process.  

This paper develops a comprehensive design paradigm of the formal real-time operating system in a top-down approach. In the 

remaining of this paper, there are five more sections. In Section 2, we provide a succinct thought about the CPU scheduling process. 
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Also, the memory management process, the device management process and the file management process are discussed in section 3, 4 

and 5.  Finally, conclusions and references are provided in Section 6 and 7. 

2. The CPU Scheduling Process  

CPU scheduling is the most inner kernel process of a real-time operating system to maximize CPU utilization. Real time 

operating system adopts multiprocess and multithread techniques to keep the CPU running different processes or threads of multiple 

processes on a time-sharing basis with a predetermined scheduling interval. The CPU scheduler selects which process in the ready 

queue should be run next based on a predefined scheduling algorithm or strategy. The CPU scheduler switches control of the CPU to 

the process selected for a certain time interval.  

 

In real-time operating system, every ten time-intervals (10ms) forms a cycle to run all ready processes in the ReadyQHST 

(maximum 6) and ReadyQLST (maximum 4) as specified in the design of the system control block SCBST. The CPU scheduler 

process of real-time operating system, CPUSchedulerPC, dispatches a maximum of ten processes in both ready queues ReadyQHST 

and ReadyQLST within a low interrupt period 10ms, where each of them will be dispatched for running for 1ms scheduled by the high 

interrupt period. In the peak CPU load period of real-time operating system, 6 tasks from ReadyQHST and 4 from ReadyQLST will be 

scheduled, respectively, in a series of ten 1ms time intervals. However, during low CPU load period, any combination of high/low 

tasks may be scheduled including a series of multiple threads of the same process. In case there is a current task in the CPU but no 

other task in the ReadyQHST and ReadyQLST, the currently scheduled task may continue to run for at least another 1ms interval until 

the statuses of the ready queues are changed. Except the above two special conditions, the current process will be swapped out of the 

CPU as a delayed process. Instead, a new qualified process in the front of ReadyQHST or ReadyQLST will be scheduled into CPU for 

running.  

3. The Memory Management Process  

Memory management is one of the key functions of operating systems because memory is both the working space and storage of 

data and files. real-time operating system adopts a flexible segmentation method for system memory management with variable sizes 

of memory blocks for different events and processes. MemoryManagementPC supports dynamic and absolute physical memory 

manipulations that are necessary for real-time operating systems and real-time applications.  

 

The process AllocateMemoryPC deals with dynamic memory allocations in real-time operating system. When a request for 

memory from a process is identified by the system, AllocateMemoryPC searches for a suitable sized memory block that is free. When 

a suitable memory block is identified by a given memory block number (MBN), AllocateMemoryPC sets its status as in-use.  

 

The process ReleaseMemoryPC deals with dynamic memory release requests of the system when a process terminates and the 

memory allocated to it is no longer required. ReleaseMemoryPC operates on the memory control block when it is invoked. It gets the 

memory block number associated to the process that requests to release the memory. Then, it sets the status of the given memory 

block to free.  

 

4. The Device Management Process  
 

Devices as well as their I/O ports are directly manipulated by the processes DeviceManagementPC in real-time operating system. 

DeviceManagementPC encompasses both GetDevicePC and ReleaseDevicePC processes. Additional plug-in device drivers may also 

be incorporated via the same interface mechanisms by the adding device and deleting device processes.  

 

The process GetDevicePC handles device allocations in real-time operating system. When a request for a device from a process is 

identified by the system, GetDevicePC searches for a suitable type of device that is free. When a suitable device is found, 

GetDevicePC sets its status as seized. Then, the associate process required the device is registered in the device control block. If there 

is no free and/or suitable device available in the system, a feedback status, &DeviceAllocatedBL:= F, will be generated.  

 

The process ReleaseDevicePC handles device release requests for the system when a process terminates the use of a device. Re-

leaseDevicePC operates on the device control block when it is invoked. It first gets the device number (DNN) to be released 

associated to the process. Then, it sets the status of the given device in DCBST as free and disconnects the link between the device and 

the previously associated process.  

5. The File Management Process  

On the basis of the architectural model of the file system FilesST, the behaviors of the file management subsystem of real-time 

operating system, FileManagementPC, are modeled by a set of 14 behavioral processes in the categories of file system administrations 

and file manipulations. .  

UPMS for Process Management in Real Time Operating System 
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A process is a basic unit of system function that represents an execution of a program on a computer under the support of an 

operating system. A process can be a system process or a user process. The former executes system code, and the latter runs an 

application. Processes may be executed sequentially or concurrently depending on the type of operating systems.  

 

A thread is an important concept of process management in operating systems. A thread is a basic unit of CPU utilization, or 

a flow of control within a process, supported by a PCBST, a program counter, a set of registers, and a stack. Conventional operating 

systems are single thread systems. Multithreaded systems enable a process to control a number of execution threads. The benefits of 

multithreaded operating system are responsiveness, resource sharing, implementation efficiency, and utilization of multiprocessor 

architectures of modern computers.  

 

According to the high level specifications of the static behaviors of real-time operating system, the process management 

subsystem of real-time operating system encompasses a set of nine task handling processes corresponding to the states of behavioral 

processes for the entire task lifecycle of process manipulating. 

The Static Behavioral Models of the Real Time Operating System 

According to the RTPA methodology, a static behavior is an encapsulated function of a given system that can be determined 

before run-time. On the basis of the system architecture specifications and with the UDMs of system architectural components 

developed in the preceding section, the operational components of the given real-time operating system system and their behaviors can 

be specified as a set of UPMs as behavioral processes operating on the UDMs.  

 

The basic functions of operating systems can be classified as system management, resources management, and processes manage-

ment. The high-level static behaviors of real-time operating system StaticBehaviorsPC, encompasses three process subsystems such as 

SystemManagementPC, ResourcesManagementPC, and ProcessesManagementPC in parallel.  

 

The following subsections describe how the real time operating system static behaviors in the three subsystems are modeled and 

refined using the denotation mathematical notations and methodologies of RTPA.  

UPMs for System Management in Real-Time Operating System 

According to the high level specifications of the static behaviors of real time operating system, the system management 

subsystem of real time operating system encompasses a set of five behavioral processes such as system initialization, system clock 

manipulation, system event capture, Device interrupt handling, and the CPU scheduler. 

6. Conclusion 

The design of real-time operating systems has been recognized as a comprehensive and complex system design paradigm in 

computing, software engineering, and information system design. This paper has demonstrated that the real time operating system 

(RTOS), including its architecture, static behaviors, and dynamic behaviors, can be essentially and sufficiently described by real time 

process algebra. On the basis of the formal specifications of real time process algebra (RTPA) by the coherent set of unified data 

models (UDMs) and unified process models (UPMs) in RTPA, the architectural and behavioral consistency and run-time integrity of 

an RTOS have been significantly enhanced. It has been identified that RTOS can be applied not only as a formal design paradigm of 

RTOS’s, but also a support framework for a wide range of applications in design and implementation of real-time and embedded 

systems. The RTOS model may have also provided a test bench for the expressive power and modeling.  

 

With a stepwise specification and refinement methodology for describing both system architectural and operational components, 

the formal model of the RTOS system has provided a foundation for implementation of a derived real-time operating system in mul-

tiple programming languages and on different operating platforms. It has also improved the controllability, reliability, maintainability, 

and quality of the design and implementation in real-time software engineering. The formal models of RTOS have been adopted as 

part of the supporting environment for the implementation of the RTPA-based software code generator (RTPA-CG). On the basis of 

the formal and rigorous models of the RTOS, code can be automatically generated by RTPA-CG or be manually transferred from the 

formal models.  

A series of formal design models of real-world and real-time applications in RTPA have been developed using RTPA notations 

and methodologies in the formal design engineering approach, such as the telephone switching system, the lift dispatching system, the 

automated teller machine (ATM), the real-time operating system, the air traffic control system, the railway dispatching system, and the 

intelligent traffic lights control system. Further studies have demonstrated that RTPA is not only useful as a generic notation and 
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methodology for software engineering, but also good at modeling human cognitive processes in cognitive informatics and 

computational intelligence as reported. 
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